Abstract-Third-party accelerators offer system designers high performance and low energy without the market delay of in-house development. However, complex third-party accelerators may include vulnerabilities due to design flaws or malicious intent that are hard to expose during verification. Rather than react to each new vulnerability, it is better to proactively build defenses for classes of attacks. To inspire future work on defenses, this paper develops a taxonomy of accelerator vulnerabilities. We consider the cross product of threat types (confidentiality, integrity, and availability) with risk categories (configuration, computation, termination, accelerator memory accesses, system memory accesses, microarchitecture/coherence, exceptions/interrupts, and power), as well as whether processes can be vulnerable only if they use the offending accelerator (accelerator-scope threat) or even when running in the same system (system-scope threat). Our taxonomy draws attention to a grave problem that needs immediate attention from computer architects.
INTRODUCTION
SPECIALIZED hardware accelerators achieve high performance at low power and energy. Already, many systems contain accelerators for tasks such as video processing or graphics. With an increased market for accelerators, especially in SoC designs, third parties will likely start contributing more to accelerator development.
While the performance and energy benefits of accelerators are fairly well understood, the impact of accelerators, particularly ones designed by third parties, on system security has received less attention. Even so, several security vulnerabilities have already been published for graphics processing units (GPUs), a common class of accelerators. For example, Lee et al. [13] show that GPUs from both NVIDIA and AMD do not clear accelerator memory upon allocation, which allows state from sensitive processes to persist and be read by other, unrelated processes. This allows information leakage between concurrently executing processes or from recently terminated processes. A similar case is discussed by Di Pietro et al. [9] . Some GPU-based malware is designed to take advantage of this uncleared internal memory [20] .
These vulnerabilities occurred with non-malicious, in-house development. With outsourced accelerator designs, these problems will likely worsen. It is difficult to ensure that first-party, trusted designs are correct; completely ensuring safety for IP from thirdparty sources may be harder for a number of reasons, such as timeto-market pressure which makes code reviews infeasible even with source code for the third-party IP.
Security vulnerabilities in accelerators can lead to problems such as data leakage, memory corruption, system crashes, and denial of service attacks. It is particularly worrisome that some security vulnerabilities in accelerators affect processes that are never run on the incorrect accelerator. For example, an accelerator that is allowed to make unrestricted accesses to unified system memory could abuse this by scanning for sensitive data in memory or modifying OS structures. Or it could cause reliability problems by performing wild writes, perhaps caused by stale data stored in the translation lookaside buffer. A bad accelerator could also degrade performance of other system components by unnecessarily saturating shared resources such as memory bandwidth.
How does one defend against accelerator vulnerabilities? A first, reactive approach waits for an exploit to become known, develops a fix in current or future hardware, and repeats for each new exploit. A second, more proactive approach reflects on potential vulnerabilities to seek to mitigate them at design time, and then falls back on the reactive approach. In our judgment, the proactive approach can be enhanced with a systematic taxonomy that can increase coverage of attack classes considered and may inspire defenses that address multiple attack classes.
To this end, we systematically analyze threats posed by the inclusion of accelerators in SoC designs. We aim to make it easier for system designers to make informed, security-conscious choices when integrating accelerators into their designs.
We discuss a number of possible risk categories which may be present in accelerators, as well as their consequences. These consequences can include potential leakage of sensitive information, incorrect computation results, or reduced availability of the accelerator or other system components. We also make the point that accelerator vulnerabilities can be divided into two classes: those that only affect applications running on the vulnerable accelerator, and those that can compromise the entire system. The latter is particularly dangerous, because simply refraining from running sensitive applications on potentially vulnerable hardware is not sufficient to guarantee security.
The main contribution of our paper, a taxonomy of threat space for accelerators, is general enough to cover classes of vulnerabilities rather than forcing designers to consider each possible threat individually, yet also allows threats to be classified based on what components of the system are affected and what security properties they violate. Although we focus on accelerators, many of the threats we discuss are relevant for other types of third-party IP as well.
ACCELERATOR VERSUS CPU SECURITY
There are some practical security differences between accelerators and CPUs. First, CPUs are generally designed by a trusted first party; thus, validation and testing can be done in-house, and the system designer has more assurances that validation has been thorough. In contrast, accelerators may be designed by a third party, and validating them while treating them as a black box is more difficult.
Second, the operating system runs on CPUs, but generally not on accelerators, which has implications for non-malicious accelerators. The presence of the OS allows some security protections to be implemented at the system level rather than in hardware. An example is the way modern OSes clear memory when it is allocated, which protects data from previously executing processes. Without the OS to provide this protection for internal memory in accelerators, we must consider providing it elsewhere, such as in the hardware or at the process level.
There are a large range of accelerators, so there are exceptions to the above. For example, the Xeon Phi is designed by a trusted first party and runs a version of Linux. Thus, some entries in this taxonomy may not apply to every accelerator.
THREAT SPACE
We first draw a distinction between accelerators that are malicious by design and those that are buggy, and between threats that affect only the vulnerable accelerator and those that can affect other components of the system. 
Buggy versus Malicious Accelerators
We classify accelerators with vulnerabilities into two types: buggy and malicious. Any complex system is likely to have bugs. Bugs occur even in well validated hardware [1] , [3] , [7] , [16] , [19] . Buggy accelerators are designed with the intention of being correct, secure accelerators. However, because they are buggy, they have vulnerabilities that can be exploited by unaffiliated parties such as malicious software.
Malicious accelerators are insecure by design: they contain intentionally introduced flaws or are designed to break the security of the host system they are integrated into. As such, malicious accelerators are harder to defend against because the designers can introduce new hardware to aid their exploits and can put effort into hiding incorrect behavior from validation techniques. For example, a malicious accelerator might require a specific uncommon input (a trigger) before starting to behave maliciously. One case where accelerators may contain malicious hardware is when the designers are colluding with a government or other body for purpose of surveillance, espionage, or sabotage. There has been concern that hardware trojans might exist in military chips [17] .
From the viewpoint of an end user, the distinction between buggy and malicious accelerators is pedantic. After all, end users do not care about why their device is insecure, only that it is insecure. However, as computer designers, addressing these two different threats requires completely different approaches. When addressing a security threat from an honest but buggy device, IP integrators can assume a co-operative third-party IP vendor who will not subvert safety nets meant to prevent bugs. However, for malicious devices, any such safety net should be able to withstand subversion from a malicious IP component.
Accelerator versus System Scope
There is an important distinction between security threats that are internal to the affected accelerator and thus only affect applications running on that accelerator, and those that affect other components of the system. An example of a threat at accelerator scope is leakage of information between two processes running concurrently on the same accelerator, as can be caused by lack of protection to the accelerator's internal memory. In contrast, threats at system scope affect components of the system beyond the compromised accelerator: they also affect correctly implemented parts of the system. An example of a system scope threat is an improper access to a sensitive address in system memory, such as one belonging to the OS.
These two scopes of threats need to be handled differently. It is easier to limit the damage caused by threats at accelerator scope, because they can be avoided by simply not running sensitive applications on untrusted hardware. However, in cases where the designer must treat accelerators as black boxes, it is very difficult to ensure security for applications running on the untrusted accelerator, and sensitive applications may be unable to benefit from acceleration on not fully trusted hardware.
In contrast to threats at accelerator scope, system scope threats are dangerous even to processes that are never run on the untrusted hardware. However, we expect that they can be defended against by careful system design, since they result from a lack of system protection from the accelerators. By placing safeguards such as checking that all interactions between the accelerator and system state are valid, it is possible to limit the damage a malicious accelerator can do to the system.
TAXONOMY OF THREATS
We classify security threats for accelerators based on the type of threat they pose as well as what part of the accelerator they affect, as will be summarized in Table 1 (accelerator scope) and Table 2 (system scope).
Security Threat Types
Security threats can be broken into three types: those that violate confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Confidentiality violations allow an attacker to discover privileged information; an example is an attacker reading private keys. Integrity violations cause incorrect results, for example a computation returning the wrong value. Availability violations prevent a resource from being used; an example is making spurious requests to a resource at such a high rate that legitimate requests cannot be serviced. We consider both threats that make the vulnerable accelerator unavailable and those that reduce availability of other accelerators or the system in general.
Risk Categories
We break down threats into eight categories, briefly described below. Just as modern pipelined processors fetch, decode, execute, access memory, and write back instructions, accelerators have similar pieplined behavior. The risk categories basically follow this sequence, with the exception of power, which is a cross-cutting concern.
Configuration refers to set up of the accelerator, such as setting registers or giving parameters. Computation refers to the computations at the accelerator that will produce results. Termination refers to accelerator state after execution ends. Accelerator Memory Accesses refers to requests to memory or cache internal to the accelerator. System Memory Accesses refers to requests to system main memory. Microarchitectural Commands / Coherence Requests refers to communications about microarchitectural system state between the system and the accelerator, such as memory coherence requests or TLB shootdowns. Exceptions / Interrupts refers to exceptions that are produced by the accelerator, or interrupts delivered to or generated by the accelerator. Power refers to threats specifically relating to power consumed by the accelerator.
Detailed Threat Descriptions
We will briefly give examples of vulnerabilities for each of the entries in the threat matrix shown in Tables 1 and 2 . We separate out threats at accelerator and system scope, because the risks of each and the approaches to counter them are different. We do not intend to exhaustively list all threats here; different types of accelerators will be vulnerable to different types of threats. We leave some entries blank, but this does not mean that it is impossible for a vulnerability to exist there. However, these tables can be taken as a starting point for considering possible security implications of including an accelerator in the system. For each threat, we indicate whether any exploits are known.
1)
Configuration: Confidentiality Misconfiguration can lead to insufficiently random numbers, wrong modes, or fewer iterations than intended. Kleptography [4] , [21] , allows texts to be encrypted in such a way that a secret big-brother key can decrypt them. At system scope, a misconfigured CR3 (page table base) register could lead to incorrect page permissions.
Integrity Misconfiguration can result in incorrect results, due to bad initial state.
Availability Some devices may be misconfigured to be undiscoverable by the host. 2) Computation: Confidentiality Side-channel attacks are well known in CPU processors and caches [5] , [6] , [11] . They are also possible with accelerators, and certain bugs or design choices can make them easier. Integrity Accelerators may produce the wrong results of computations. We expect that this will be uncommon, as non-malicious computation errors should usually be caught by validation. However, with a large state space and a complicated accelerator, there is a higher chance of undetected buggy or malicious behavior. furthermore, as shown by the famous Pentium FDIV bug [16] , bugs causing incorrect execution can occur even in the presence of validation.
Availability A bug that causes the accelerator to get stuck in a loop or to hang (similar to Halt and Catch Fire (HCF) bugs [3] , [7] , [19] ) will make the accelerator unavailable.
3) Termination: Confidentiality After program termination, information leakage can occur if internal memories, registers, or other state is not cleared. A known example of this for GPU texture memory exists [9] , [13] . In addition, stale address translations could lead to vulnerabilities such as bad system memory accesses. Integrity Stale address translations or other internal state can lead to incorrect results for computations.
Availability Failure to release accelerator resources prevents other processes from running. 4) Accelerator memory accesses: Confidentiality An accelerator that allows one process running on the accelerator to access accelerator memory owned by another process running on the accelerator can leak information. Di Pietro et al. [9] have demonstrated this exploit on certain GPUs, where kernels of the two processes are interleaved.
Integrity Similarly, an accelerator allowing concurrently executing processes to write to one another's accelerator memory may have correctness errors.
Availability If multiple processes are running concurrently and one is allowed to dominate accelerator resources, the other may suffer from degraded performance. For example, if one process can evict all cache entries belonging to the other, the victim will suffer performance penalties. 5) System memory accesses: Confidentiality An accelerator that can make unrestricted physical memory accesses can read data at addresses unrelated to processes it is running, including operating system memory. This allows reading sensitive data, which can be exfiltrated by writing it to other locations in system memory. Integrity Similarly, an accelerator can corrupt memory for other running processes, as well as getting incorrect results in computation, by reading and writing to incorrect addresses. Again, this includes the operating system.
Availability An accelerator that permits a high bandwidth of requests to system memory can slow down requests from other system components; for example, an accelerator that erroneously treats some memory accesses as uncacheable. 6) Microarchitectural commands / Coherence requests: Confidentiality An accelerator in a system with a snoopy coherence protocol, where accelerators see coherence requests even for blocks that they do not have access to, could use this information in a side-channel attack, enabling information leakage. Ignoring invalidations or TLB shootdowns can also allow stale translations/blocks to be accessed. Integrity Stale translations or invalid block accesses, as well as other coherence bugs, can lead to wrong These threats can also affect processes which are never run on untrusted hardware.
computation results. Malicious coherence requests could cause data corruption in unrelated processes. Availability Ignored or very slow coherence responses can make the system unresponsive. 7) Power confidentiality: The power consumed by the accelerator can be used for side-channel attacks, i.e. power analysis attacks [2] , [12] . Examples of this type are prevalent, and include attacks against accelerators for AES [14] . Integrity An accelerator may operate at too high power and temperature, for example by switching many transistors at once. High temperature negatively affects reliability and may lead to incorrect computation. This is true not only of the affected accelerator, but also other nearby system components.
Availability An accelerator operating at higher than expected power/temperature can cause overheating in other accelerators or system components, preventing them from running or, in the worst case, causing physical damage.
IMPLICATIONS
Some papers provide solutions, while others-like this one-articulate problem spaces to inspire the work of others. To this end, this taxonomy aims to provide a framework to allow accelerator and system designers to carefully consider the security implications of their design choices. We do not-and believe cannot-prove our taxonomy exhaustive, as it does not appear possible to exclude threat classes that one has not thought of (e.g., software researchers might not have considered exploiting coherence to impede availability). Nevertheless, there are several ways this taxonomy can be beneficial.
First, developing a taxonomy can provide a small start toward an accelerator security standard. Currently, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) publishes the Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) for cryptographic modules: FIPS 140-2 [10] . This standard allows certification of cryptographic modules at one of four levels, depending on the protections provided. Although FIPS 140-2 is not exhaustive and does not cover all potential attacks, the certification does provide useful information about the security of cryptographic modules. This taxonomy makes a first step toward developing a similar standard.
Second, the framework we describe allows designers to consider entire classes of potential attacks rather than focusing on vulnerabilities one at a time, and then only once an exploit is discovered. We provide a means of proactively designing defenses, which we hope will lead to fewer vulnerabilities in shipped hardware. Designers will be able to think systematically about threats and defend against them through providing abilities and policies for techniques such as hardware resetting accelerators, monitoring system activity for signs of malicious behavior [8] , [15] , [18] , designing safe interfaces to shared system resources such as memory and cache hierarchies, etc. In addition, the taxonomy and the distinction between internal and system threats allows application and OS developers to systematically evaluate the risks of running sensitive or critical applications on not fully trusted accelerators.
Third, this taxonomy aids in assessing safety and security in a world where, unfortunately, hardware is not guaranteed to be perfect. Instead, recognizing that hardware may be exploitably buggy or even malicious allows us to design defenses and bound the damage that the hardware may do, without requiring that the hardware be flawless.
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